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The new Α-Class

The new A-Class redefines the compact class with previously unseen levels of luxury and advanced technology. 
The dramatic exterior of the A-Class SE features a diamond grille with black pins. a silver-painted louvre and chrome insert – all framed by halogen headlamps with LED daytime running lamps. 
16“ 5-twin-spoke alloy wheels complement the powerful stance.
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The interior champions cutting-edge technology with the MBUX infotainment system at the heart of the innovative cockpit. 
The coloured turbine-style air vents are equally eye-catching. For your comfort. there is air conditioning and a wealth of features with semi-autonomous driving capabilities. 
The seats are fitted with black ARTICO man-made leather and Bertrix fabric. while the multifunction sports steering wheel is finished with leather. black topstitching and a black bezel.

The new Α-Class
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The new Α-Class
Technical data 

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

A 160 109 80 1.332 127

A 180 136 100 1.332 127

A 200 163 120 1.332 133

A 220 190 140 1.991 141

A 220 4MATIC Auto 190 140 1.991 148

A 250 Auto 224 165 1.991 141

A 250 4MATIC Auto 224 165 1.991 148

Mercedes-AMG A 35 4MATIC 306 225 1.991 167

A 180 d Auto 116 85 1.461 108

A 200 d Auto 150 110 1.950 107

A 220 d Auto 190 140 1.950 114
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The new Α-Class Sedan 

The family of compact cars from Mercedes-Benz continues to grow. The four-door sedan car has a wheelbase of 2.729 millimeters and the proportions of a dynamic and at the same time 
compact sedan car with short overhangs at the front and rear. It is at the top of its segment with regard to rear headroom. In addition. the sedan model has the familiar A-Class virtues. 
These include modern. efficient engines. the high level of safety thanks to state-of-the-art driving assistance systems with S-Class functions. and the intuitively operated and learning MBUX –
Mercedes-Benz User Experience infotainment system.
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The interior champions cutting-edge technology with the MBUX infotainment system at the heart of the innovative cockpit. 
The coloured turbine-style air vents are equally eye-catching. For your comfort. there is air conditioning and a wealth of features with semi-autonomous driving capabilities. 
The seats are fitted with black ARTICO man-made leather and Bertrix fabric. while the multifunction sports steering wheel is finished with leather. black topstitching and a black bezel.

The new Α-Class Sedan 
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Α-Class Sedan
Technical data 

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

A 200 163 120 1.332 131

A 220 4MATIC Auto 190 140 1.991 151

A 250 Auto 224 165 1.991 140

A 250 4MATIC Auto 224 165 1.991 151

A 180 d Auto 116 85 1.461 107
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The new B-Class

The design is more dynamic than ever. At the same time, the B-Class is an agile drive and even more comfortable than its predecessor. The B-Class is the perfect (family) car for all those who 
attach importance to space, comfort and safety, and despite its sporty appearance it offers better interior dimensions than the preceding model.
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The new B-Class

The Mercedes-Benz designers were highly praised for the revolutionary interior design of the A-Class. Even though the interior of the B-Class is equally as avant-garde, the designers took a 
different approach here: while the instrument panel of the sister model is split into two horizontal bodies, the B-Class has a single basic volume which drops towards the occupants and has cut-
outs in the driver and front passenger area. An air scoop in the cockpit was dispensed with. The ambient lighting with 64 colours and ten colour worlds is a unique feature in this vehicle 
segment.
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The new B-Class
Technical data 

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

B 180 136 100 1.332 127

B 200 163 120 1.332 134

B 180 d Auto 116 85 1.461 102

B 200 d Auto 150 110 1.950 112

B 220 d Auto 190 140 1.950 116
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GLA 

A subtle transformation in style reasserts its spirited and spontaneous character. And reaffirms that a small footprint can make a mighty impression. In racing and in life. winning is not so 
much about finishing in first place. but never losing sight of why you started driving in the first place. Doing many things well. while making all of them seem easy. It’s a defining trait of a 
natural athlete. It’s also the definition of versatility.
And elegance. And the GLA.
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GLA 

Progressive in design. serene in day-to-day motoring and with an off-road capability: as a wanderer between automotive applications. the Mercedes-Benz GLA impressively reinterprets the 
compact SUV segment. The GLA is characterized by its sportily dynamic design idiom. light-footed handling and extensive individualization range. As the first compact SUV from Mercedes-Benz 
it brought a breath of fresh air to its market segment and established itself there as a major player. The new GLA rounds off the extensive SUV portfolio of Mercedes-Benz. With seven model 
series Mercedes-Benz boasts the broadest SUV range of all the European premium manufacturers and thus meets all the individual mobility requirements of its customers. 
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GLA                         

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

GLA 180 122 90 1.595 158

GLA 200 156 115 1.595 151

GLA 250 211 155 1.991 162

GLA 250 4MATIC Auto 211 155 1.991 166

GLA 220 4MATIC Auto 184 135 1.991 165

Mercedes-AMG GLA 45 4MATIC 381 280 1.991 193

GLA 200 d Auto 136 100 2.143 147

GLA 200 d 4MATIC Auto 136 100 2.143 153

GLA 220 d Auto 170 125 2.143 145

GLA 220 d 4MATIC Auto 170 125 2.143 155
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The new CLA Coupe 

Once upon a dream. you find yourself at the end of a dim hallway with three doors. The first door opens to a museum — bright and modern. it pulses with fascinating exhibits of technology. 
Through the second door is a fashionable store. its display case filled with high-end merchandise from all of your favorite names. You barely crack the third door open. and all of the sounds 
and sensations of a racetrack — tires singing. turbos whistling. crews wrenching — thunder into the hallway. Behind you. an unseen voice intones. “Go ahead. pick a door. You can’t have 
all...” and right then. you bolt awake. Fine. you mutter as you prepare for the day ahead. Got it ... can only have one door. You check your phone. noting all the likes last night’s post got 
before slipping it into your pocket. You pick up your wallet. admiring its silver logo and fine leather for a moment. Ready to head out. you grab the key to your car — a new CLA. Savoring its 
shape in your hand. you think again about that voice.
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The new CLA Coupe 

In the interior, all elements are arranged according to the overarching design themes of ‘high tech’ and ‘youthful avant-garde’ – be that the steering wheel, the door handle operating module, 
the center console or the seats. As in the A-Class, the unique interior architecture is shaped in particular by the avantgarde design of the dashboard: The designers completely dispensed with 
a cowl above the cockpit. As a result, the wing-shaped main body of the dashboard extends from one front door to the other with no visual discontinuity. The widescreen display is completely 
free-standing. The lower section is visually separated from the main body of the instrument cluster by a ‘trench’, and it appears to float in front of the instrument cluster. The ambient lighting 
enhances this effect. The air vents in a sporty turbine-look are another highlight.
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The new CLA Coupe                         

Technical data  

Model Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

CLA 180 136 100 1.332 125

CLA 200 163 120 1.332 134

CLA 220 Auto 190 140 1.991 139

CLA 220 4MATIC Auto 190 140 1.991 149

CLA 250 Auto 224 165 1.991 139

CLA 250 4MATIC Auto 224 165 1.991 149

CLA 180 d Auto 116 85 1.461 100
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The C-Class goes its own way simply because it can. Confident and captivating in appearance with a powerful. masculine exterior. Seductive and appealing in character thanks to a fresh. 
stylish interior and intelligent details such as the optional PARKTRONIC and Garmin® MAP PILOT systems. Thrilling in essence courtesy of options such as the Dynamic Handling package 
and 4MATIC. And that’s not all: up to ten assistance systems available as optional extras. efficient engines and rich details with a piano-lacquer-look finish. The C-Class: a class ahead.

C-Class Sedan
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Everything is focused on you. The instruments are perfectly arranged – their operation simply intuitive. An optional Head-up Display projects the most important information into your field of 
view. This could be the current speed. the speed limit in force or navigation instructions. depending on the car’s equipment. You perceive the information hovering above the bonnet around 
two meters in front of your eyes. n tight bends and in fast curves: the coupé seats with integral head restraints offer ideal lateral support and a sporty look with powerful colours. In keeping 
with the low sitting position. the exterior mirrors are positioned directly on the frameless doors – a hallmark of fascinating coupé design. 

C-Class Sedan
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C-Class Sedan                         

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km
C 160 129 95 1.595 131

C 180 156 115 1.595 134

C 200 Auto 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 136

C 200 4MATIC Auto 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 152
C 300 Auto 258 190 1.991 153

C 400 4MATIC Auto 333 245 2.996 182
Mercedes-AMG C 43 4MATIC 390 287 2.996 213
Mercedes-AMG C 63 4MATIC 476 350 3.982 227
Mercedes-AMG C 63 S 4MATIC 510 375 3.982 227

C 180 d 122 90 1.597 110
C 200 d 160 118 1.597 108
C 220 d 194 143 1.950 117

C 220 d 4MATIC Auto 194 143 1.950 137
C 300 d 245 180 1.950 136

C 300 d 4MATIC 245 180 1.950 145
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A Mercedes- Benz coupe is never a mere cut - down take on a sedan. The new C-Class Coupe wraps its sensuous standout of a body around stellar performance. far-reaching innovation. 
and deliciously crafted refinement. Its beauty may be visible in its body. It’s revealed in its soul. The design is sleek enough to slip through the wind virtually unnoticed. Stylish enough to do 
just the opposite  no matter where it goes. It’s only when you dive deeper into the C-Class that you realize what you admire in its body is the pure reflection of the character within.

C-Class Coupe
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Everything is focused on you. The instruments are perfectly arranged – their operation simply intuitive. An optional Head-up Display projects the most important information into your field of 
view. This could be the current speed. the speed limit in force or navigation instructions. depending on the car’s equipment. You perceive the information hovering above the bonnet around 
two meters in front of your eyes. n tight bends and in fast curves: the coupé seats with integral head restraints offer ideal lateral support and a sporty look with powerful colours. In keeping 
with the low sitting position. the exterior mirrors are positioned directly on the frameless doors – a hallmark of fascinating coupé design. 

C-Class Coupe
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C-Class Coupe                         

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

C 180 Coupe 156 115 1.595 137

C 200 Coupe 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 144
C 200 4MATIC Coupe Auto 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 154

C 300 Coupe Auto 258 190 1.991 152
C 400 4MATIC  Coupe Auto 333 245 2.996 180
Mercedes-AMG C 43 4MATIC Coupe 390 287 2.996 217
Mercedes-AMG C 63 4MATIC Coupe 476 350 3.982 230
Mercedes-AMG C 63 S 4MATIC Coupe 510 375 3.982 230

C 200d Coupe 160 118 1.598 118
C 220 d Coupe 194 143 1.950 126

C 220 d 4MATIC Coupe 194 143 1.950 136
C 300 d Coupe 245 180 1.950 135

C 300 d 4MATIC Coupe 245 180 1.950 137
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The emotionally charged lines and muscular surfaces of the new C-Class Cabriolet display breathtaking style. Surpassed only by the driving experience: exhilarating dynamism thanks to 
options such as 4MATIC all-wheel drive or AIRMATIC air suspension. Then open the fully automatic fabric soft top to experience unbridled driving enjoyment. Unique equipment in this class 
like the AIRCAP automatic draught-stop system and AIRSCARF neck-level heating emphasise the fact that Cabriolet begins with C.

C-Class Cabriolet
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An interior that beckons you to get in. take a deep breath and be free. Sporty seats with integral head restraints. a low sitting position and a pure open-air experience ramp up the emotive 
appeal and intensity with each passing mile. High-class equipment and appointments options further refine the interior: sun-reflecting leather seats and a breathtaking Burmester®  surround 
sound system

C-Class Cabriolet
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C-Class Cabriolet

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km
C 180 Cabriolet 156 115 1.595 152
C 200 Cabriolet 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 150
C 200 4MATIC Cabriolet 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 160
C 300 Cabriolet 258 190 1.991 158
C 400 4MATIC Cabriolet 333 245 2.996 192
Mercedes-AMG C 43 4MATIC Cabriolet 390 287 2.996 223
Mercedes-AMG C 63 4MATIC Cabriolet 476 350 3.982 236
Mercedes-AMG C 63 S 4MATIC Cabriolet 510 375 3.982 236
C 200d Cabriolet 160 118 1.598 124
C 220d Cabriolet 194 143 1.950 131
C 220d 4MATIC Cabriolet 194 143 1.950 136

C 300d Cabriolet 245 180 1.950 144
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The new C-Class features the latest Mercedes-Benz driving assistance systems offering the driver cooperative support. and therefore provides a higher level of active safety than its 
predecessor. The C-Class is able to drive semi-autonomously in certain situations. The new C-Class comes with extended Active Brake Assist as standard. Depending on the situation. this 
can help to mitigate the consequences of rear-end collisions with slow-moving. stopping or stationary vehicles ahead. and even with crossing pedestrians and cyclists. or prevent them 
altogether.

C-Class Estate
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The sporty interior exudes class. featuring flowing forms in a new interpretation of modern luxury. The center console is characterized by an elegant flowing trim element – optionally with new 
materials: open-pore brown walnut or open-pore anthracite oak. The 3D real wood veneer in the center console combines a hand-crafted character with a modern feel. The Multicontour Seat 
package is new. With this package. the side bolsters and lumbar support can be individually adjusted by means of an electrically driven pneumatic pump. A massage effect in the lumbar area 
is provided by air chambers which are inflated and deflated in a pulsing or wave-like motion when the function is activated.

C-Class Estate
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C-Class Estate

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km
C 160  129 95 1.595 133
C 180  156 115 1.595 136
C 200 Auto 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 147
C 200 4MATIC Auto 184+13.6 135+10 1.497 158
C 300 Auto 258 190 1.991 155
C 400 4MATIC Auto 333 245 2.996 184
Mercedes-AMG C 43 4MATIC 390 287 2.996 219
Mercedes-AMG C 63 4MATIC 476 350 3.982 228
Mercedes-AMG C 63 S 4MATIC 510 375 3.982 229
C 180d 122 90 1.597 114
C 200d 160 118 1.597 115

C 220d Auto 194 143 1.950 128
C 220d 4MATIC Auto 194 143 1.950 139

C 300d 245 180 1.950 139
C 300d 4MATIC 245 180 1.950 147
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Mastering the greatest challenges with an accomplished lightness of touch is a fine art indeed. As manifested in fascinating guise in an automobile that supports you. takes the strain out 
of driving and intuitively protects you like none before it. Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive technologies of the latest generation are a milestone on the road to autonomous and accident-
free driving. The Estate takes the intelligence of the new E-Class to a new level: it lends the largest interior in the luxury segment an astoundingly elegant appearance. It invests supreme 
functionality with a special class. It turns an automobile into a masterpiece of intelligence.

E-Class Sedan
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How will we work in the future? How will we live? How will we travel and get about? With the new E-Class we are venturing a look into the shape of things to come. It is amazing how light. 
sensual and pure everything appears. The media display appears to hover in front of the dashboard. It showcases information in a more intelligent. emotional and sharply defined manner than 
ever. This is a highlight in an interior whose comfort. style and spaciousness conjure up an entirely new experience.

E-Class Sedan
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E-Class Sedan                         

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

E 200 184 135 1.991 153
E 200 4MATIC 184 135 1.991 166
E 300  245 180 1.991 181
E 300 e 211 155 1.991 57
E 350  299+22 220+16 1.991 153
E 450 4MATIC 367 270 2.996 192
Mercedes AMG E 53 4MATIC+ 435+22 320+16 2.999 197
Mercedes AMG E 63 4MATIC 571 420 3.982 245
Mercedes AMG E 63 S 4MATIC 612 450 3.982 245
E 200 d 160 118 1.598 122
E 220 d 194 143 1.950 122
E 220 d 4MATIC 194 143 1.950 135
Ε 300 d 245 180 1.950 131
E 300 de 194 143 1.950 52
E 350 d 286 210 2.925 138
E 400 d 340 250 2.925 138
E 400 d 4MATIC 340 250 2.925 150
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The E-Class has raised the bar with its intelligence. making the road a safer and more comfortable place to be. But that was just the beginning. The Coupé transforms grey tarmac into
breathtakingly sensual experiences. Perfect proportions and sensual purity crown the new E-Class Coupé as a design classic. A unique technology package as a masterpiece of 
intelligence. The refined diamond radiator grille and the optional MULTIBEAM LED headlamps shine way out in front: no other coupé displays this combination of dynamism. comfort and 
safety on the road in equal measure. Black and white stands for a coming together of extremes. In the case of the E-Class Coupé. these are distinctive design. sportiness and exclusivity. 
Once the windows are lowered and the optional panoramic sliding sunroof is open. you can experience the E-Class Coupé in all its intensity. It’s an almost cabriolet-like atmosphere. 
Moreover. the understated interior impresses with its precise measure of refined sportiness.

E-Class Coupe
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In keeping with the tradition of exclusive Gran Turismos. the new E-Class Coupé offers every comfort and plenty of space for touring in four fully-fledged seats. Immerse yourself in the 
modern luxury of Mercedes-Benz. The interior exudes quality – just one look at the air vents with their exclusive turbine look or the optional Widescreen Cockpit comprising two 31.2 cm 
(12.3-inch) displays confirms this. It opens up a fascinating digital world for you.

E-Class Coupe
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E-Class Coupe                         

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

E 200 Coupe 184 135 1.991 159

E 200 4MATIC Coupe 184 135 1.991 172

E 300 Coupe 245 180 1.991 181

E 350 Coupe 299 220 1.991 155

E 450 4MATIC Coupe 367 270 2.996 197

Mercedes AMG E 53 4MATIC+ Coupe 435 320 2.999 200

E 220d Coupe 194 143 1.950 126

E 220d 4MATIC Coupe 194 143 1.950 139

E 300d Coupe 245 180 1.950 140

E 350d Coupe 286 210 2.925 136

E 400d 4MATIC Coupe 340 250 2.925 151
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The new Cabriolet is the fifth and youngest member of Mercedes-Benz’s E-Class family. which has been renewed entirely within the space of one year. At the same time. the brand with 
the star is continuing its tradition of high-calibre cabriolets with a classic fabric soft top. “The passion for extraordinary vehicles. which we share with our customers. is reflected in our 
new E-Class Cabriolet in a unique way. It is a car that lets people enjoy comfort and luxury in the open air.

E-Class Cabriolet
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Customers opting for a cabriolet like to drive with the top down as often as possible. Maximum open-air comfort is possible in the E-Class Cabriolet thanks to the optional AIRCAP 
automatic draught-stop system and the AIRSCARF neck-level heating. The combination of these two pieces of equipment allows enjoyment of the open-air feeling on cold days. too. 
Compared with its predecessor. the new E-Class Cabriolet has grown in length. width and wheelbase. Its considerably larger “footprint” benefits passengers in the rear in particular. On 
each of the four high-quality seats the driver and all passengers will be able to enjoy true comfort even on long journeys.

E-Class Cabriolet
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E-Class Cabriolet

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

E 200 Cabrio 184 135 1.991 165

E 200 4MATIC Cabrio 184 135 1.991 175

E 300 Cabrio 245 180 1.991 181

E 350 Cabrio 299 220 1.991 159

E 450 4MATIC Cabrio 367 270 2.996 198

Mercedes AMG E 53 4MATIC+ Cabrio 435 320 2.999 204

E 220d Cabrio 194 143 1.950 133

E 220d 4MATIC Cabrio 194 143 1.950 142

E 300d Cabrio 245 180 1.950 142

E 350d Cabrio 286 210 2.925 145

E 400d 4MATIC Cabrio 340 250 2.925 158
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For generations. no other wagon has been so coveted for its innovation. luxury. safety and style. In many ways. it's always been a masterpiece of intelligence. The 2018 E 400 4MATIC 
Wagon is simply the most masterful. and beautiful. yet. 

E-Class Estate
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Spacious. meet stylish. Sensible. meet sensuous. The E-Class Wagon cabin is a flowing sculpture where information flows seamlessly as well. From intuitive controls to aromatherapy and 
a hot stone massage. it's a sensation for all your senses. With a 40/20/40 second row and a rear-facing third row. the E-Class Wagon can seat up to seven or carry an abundance of 
cargo. A parcel net. elastic side strap. vertical net and self-rising cover await you inside its power liftgate. 

E-Class Estate
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E-Class Estate

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

E 200 184 135 1.991 161
E 200 4MATIC 184 135 1.991 174
E 450 4MATIC 367 270 2.996 199
Mercedes AMG E 53 4MATIC+ 435+22 320+16 2.999 203
Mercedes AMG E 63 4MATIC 571 420 3.982 246
Mercedes AMG E 63s  4MATIC 612 450 3.982 246
E 200d 160 118 1.598 122
E 220 d 194 143 1.950 129
E 220d  4MATIC 163 120 1.950 140
E 220d All Terrain 4MATIC 194 143 1.950 149
Ε 300d 245 180 1.950 138
E 350d 286 210 2.925 146
E 300 de 194 143 2.925 57
E 400d  340 250 2.925 146
E 400d 4MATIC 340 250 2.925 159
E 400d All Terrain 4MATIC 340 250 2.925 168
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SUV. These three letters have never sounded so good. Encounter every drive on a whole new level: with the new GLC. Progressive and athletic. yet virtually silent and astonishingly efficient –

so much is possible with one of the most advanced SUVs in its class. On request with the PLUG-IN HYBRID drive system and AIR BODY CONTROL air suspension. for instance. Get on board: 

an interior that is as exquisite as it is spacious awaits you. The new GLC. Make the best of every ground.

GLC Sport Utility Vehicle
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More radiance. More depth. Even more elegance and value appeal. This is the new GLC in fine designo diamond white bright. With this paintwork the first. colouring layer is with a 

pearlescent effect layer on top of it. And with clear coat it is then completed to become a 3-layer designo paint. Incidentally. designo diamond white bright is a perfect match for the fine 

designo two-tone platinum white pearl/black interior. One of many colour and material combinations which make the new GLC the most personal SUV in its class.

GLC Sport Utility Vehicle
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GLC Sport Utility Vehicle

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

GLC 250 4MATIC 211 155 1.991 172

GLC 300 4MATIC 245 180 1.991 179

GLC 220d 4MATIC 170 125 2.143 156

GLC 250d 4MATIC 204 150 2.143 161

GLC 350d 4MATIC 258 190 2.987 177

Mercedes-AMG GLC 43 4MATIC 367 270 2.996 220

Mercedes-AMG GLC 63 4MATIC 476 350 3.982 265

Mercedes-AMG GLC 63 S 4MATIC 510 375 3.982 270
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The first ever motor car. The three-pointed star. A level of ride comfort that sets standards and a package of safety equipment that surpasses that of any comparable car. But Mercedes 

means more than this: the insatiable eagerness to exceed expectations. To define new categories. break conventions and kindle pioneering ideas. The new GLC Coupé is bursting with all 

of these. Not a typical SUV. not a typical coupé. A true Mercedes

GLC Coupe
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Closing the door of a Mercedes-Benz has always been a very special experience. There are few other vehicles in which superb quality is quite so immediately tangible. Admire the seamless 

transitions. the elegantly quilted upholstery. the exclusive trim. the intricate colour concept and the large-screen displays. What other midsize SUV dedicates so much space to making you 

feel at home?

GLC Coupe
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GLC Coupe

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

GLC 250 4MATIC Coupe 211 155 1.991 173

GLC 300 4MATIC Coupe 245 180 1.991 180

GLC 220d 4MATIC Coupe 170 125 2.143 161

GLC 250d 4MATIC Coupe 204 150 2.143 161

GLC 350d 4MATIC Coupe 258 190 2.987 176

Mercedes-AMG GLC 43 4MATIC Coupe 367 270 2.996 220

Mercedes-AMG GLC 63 4MATIC Coupe 476 350 3.982 262

Mercedes-AMG GLC 63 S 4MATIC Coupe 510 375 3.982 267
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Driving a luxury automobile is meant to be a rewarding experience. something to aim for and to enjoy. and one of the most trusted names in that realm is Mercedes-Benz. Mercedes-Benz 

has long been an innovator. and that trend continues as shown by the 2019 Mercedes-Benz GLE features and specifications released

GLE Sport Utility Vehicle
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Inside the new GLE is the latest generation of the MBUX (Mercedes-Benz User Experience) multimedia system. Two 12.3-inch screens are arranged in such a way that it provides a 

widescreen feel. providing you with an easy-to-see display at your command. You can even choose up to four different styles on how the screens are displaying: Classic. Sport. Progressive. 

and Understated. If you choose to go with the optional MBUX Interior Assistant. intuitive movement recognition also comes into play. using a camera in the overhead area to see the 

movements of your hands and arms. 

GLE Sport Utility Vehicle
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GLE Sport Utility Vehicle

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

GLE 300d 4MATIC 245 180 1.950 161

GLE 350 d 4MATIC 272 200 2.925 184

GLE 400 d 4MATIC 330 243 2.925 184

GLE 450 4MATIC 367+22 270+16 2.999 190
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In the art of automotive engineering the GLE Coupé stands for a new form of expressionism. It combines the presence of an SUV with the dynamic performance and agility of a coupé. The 

GLE Coupé is 81 mm longer and 68 mm wider than the GLE. Add to these figures a 65 mm reduction in height and a gently sloping coupé roof. and the result is characteristic sports car 

proportions. The elongated lines so apparent in the side view are a subtle pointer to the car’s unsuspected dynamism. which finds its way onto the road through 55.9 cm (22-inch) light-

alloy wheels. as just one option.

GLE Coupe
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Climb in. or. better still: up. The high seat position ensures an uplifting feeling when driving. and the horizontal lines in the interior create an  especially sporty atmosphere. The eye is 

immediately caught by the three-dimensionally styled extensive trim. as standard in sportily elegant aluminium. and optionally available in wood or exclusive carbon fiber. On request you 

can ionize the air or create a very special atmosphere with  ambient lighting. Create a space full of luxury and personal style.

GLE Coupe
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GLE Coupe

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

GLE 350 d 4MATIC  Coupe 258 190 2.987 205
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With time. with success and with experience. ambitions don't diminish. The journey just gets more enjoyable. More effortless. Safer. Everything feels somehow lighter when you travel in 

the new GLS. the SUV in the S-Class. Peace and serenity? You've never experienced them like this before. Power? More than enough. Limits? None that we're aware of. Masculine and 

self-assuredly sporty – on a Mercedes the size of the new GLS. every component is a statement. The powerful rear end with integrated tailpipe trim in a new design. the chrome-look load 

sill guard and the two-piece full-LED rear light clusters help to define the dynamic character of the GLS. The darker it gets. the more you stand out – for that perfect appearance. 

GLS Sport Utility Vehicle
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The comfort. the space. the equipment and appointment options – no question about it. the new GLS is as if made for long. relaxed journeys. That's why there's an S in GLS. It represents 

the comfort of an S-Class. But there's a G there too – and at Mercedes-Benz that stands above all for: harder. higher. further. Our competence with all things off-road is legendary. a 

reputation established above all by the indestructible G-Class. There's more than just one letter of that name in the GLS: simply press the “Off-road” button to activate the off-road 

transmission mode. This adjusts the suspension and drive components to the optimum configuration. A further available option is the Off-road Engineering package. which includes a low-

range gearbox. a differential lock on the center differential. protective paneling for the engine and an adjustable ride height

GLS Sport Utility Vehicle
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GLS Sport Utility Vehicle

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

GLS 350 d 4MATIC 258 190 2.987 210
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A long time ago. some engineers in Graz developed a completely new kind of DNA: the DNA of an off-road vehicle – iconic. rugged. almost indestructible. Now we have developed this 

DNA further: Here is the new G-Class. Legend. updated. Experience the new G-Class. Made from unique DNA. Built for extreme challenges. Ready to create history. Follow the new G-

Class to the origin of its strengths. and find out what makes the off-road legend so special: unparalleled off-road capabilities. markedly improved on-road performance and a unique 

design. For generations. the interaction between the robust ladder-type frame. low-range gear ratio and the three differential locks have made the G-Class an off-road icon. 

G-Class
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The very clearly laid-out and completely redesigned instrument panel features timeless tube-look analogue dials as standard. It’s as if nature has acted as the model for the generously 

appointed. spacious interior of the new G-Class – which provides outstanding comfort in even the most inhospitable of surroundings. The new space concept makes the G-Class a 

paragon of comfort and spaciousness for all occupants. Even the interior design has taken a quantum leap forward. Those who love freedom and exceptional design will find both here. 

G-Class  
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G-Class

Technical data  

Model

Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

G 500 422 310 3.982 263

Mercedes-AMG G 63  585 430 3.982 322

G 350 d 286 210 2.925 252
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A pure roadster driving experience with the comfort and everyday practicality of a Mercedes-Benz – only the SLC offers such a combination in this class. When the sun comes out the fully 

electrically retractable roof can be lowered at the push of a button – in under 20 seconds. For the first time. automatic closing of the boot partition is now available: for even more 

uninterrupted comfort and open-top pleasure.

SLC
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The sporty interior design is an invitation to indulge in some open-top driving. Airing the newly designed sports seats or the sports steering wheel with perforated grip is sure to attract 

even more admirers. Ambient lighting showcases the interior in impressive style. optionally in the right colour to suit your mood.

SLC
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SLC

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

SLC 180 Final Edition 156 115 1.595 145
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There are cars that hold a place in history. And cars that hold a place in your heart. There may be no car that does both like the Mercedes-Benz SL. When your story starts at the first 

checkered flag. and reads like a glossary of performance milestones. that’s more than a history. It’s a soul. Few cars inspire love at first sight like a roadster. No roadster makes the passion 

endure like an SL. On the road. as in racing. safety is an integral part of performance. The SL leads like a champion. and looks after you like a guardian.

SL
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The classic appeal of a two-seat cockpit with modern style. State-of-the-art amenities to invigorate your senses. show you the stars. and extend the pleasure of top-down driving. An SL has a 

way of uniting some seemingly opposite perspectives in perfect harmony. Its classic roadster proportions are at once highly advanced — aerodynamically honed to hold the road. and equally 

balanced as a closed coupe or with its hardtop folded compactly into the trunk. Its interior keeps you coddled in its thoughtful luxuries even as it delivers you the great outdoors. It can turn a 

chilly evening into the ideal time for a top-down drive. and it can bring you the sun and stars even with its top up. But with the top down. an SL lets you openly display your affection for the 

sport of driving 

SL
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SL

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

SL 400  367 270 2.996 191

SL 500   455 335 4.663 223

Mercedes-AMG SL 63  585 430 5.461 264
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Coupés have always had that certain special something about them. But the Mercedes-Benz engineers wanted even more: a Coupé with four doors and comfortable rear seats. The unveiling 

of the original CLS marked the birth of a design icon. surpassed only by the new-generation CLS. With the nine-speed 9G-TRONIC automatic transmission for even more efficiency and 

dynamism (for selected models. The optionally available MULTIBEAM LED light system. And lines that are just made for a grand entrance. Like its predecessors. the new CLS exudes self-

assured sportiness in exemplary style: a highly emotive vehicle offering impressive long-distance and acoustic comfort coupled with thrilling. unrivalled technology.

CLS Coupe
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The 2019 CLS Coupe’s cabin was refreshed to reflect the dynamic changes to the exterior. The spacious. upscale cabin features a number of sporty design elements including a high-

resolution central display. a fully digital cockpit. and newly designed seats. The coupe also features the new ENERGIZING Comfort system that debuted in the new 2018 S-Class. The system 

links various the vehicle’s various comfort systems to help put the driver in a specific mood based on one of the system’s six wellness program

CLS Coupe
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CLS Coupe

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

CLS 350 4MATIC 299+13.6 220+10 1.999 158

CLS 450 4MATIC 367+22 270+16 2.999 178

Mercedes-AMG CLS  53 4MATIC + 435+22 320+16 2.999 203

CLS 300d 245 180 1.950 139

CLS 350d 286 210 2.925 152

CLS 350d 4MATIC 286 210 2.925 156

CLS 400d 4MATIC 340 250 2.925 156
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What can we offer a well-travelled achiever for the road? How can we surprise someone with an instinct for what is around the next corner? How do we lend a guiding hand to someone how is 

accustomed to leading the way? In a duly attentive. respectful and appreciative manner. Accommodating their each and every wish to an unprecedented degree. Revel in a car that’s always 

quick to slow things down. The new era is heralded in with a knowing nod from the doorman. When the day is young and the mighty radiator of the new S-Class stretches out of the garage. 

the star on the bonnet towards the morning. Now thin shadows and rays of sunlight glide over the paintwork on the long bonnet. An innovative suspension with nine sensors carries you over 

the magic boundary from driving to experiencing. 

S-Class Saloon long
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S-Class Saloon long

“The office awaits” – a promise with a pleasant undertone. For even when it comes to the matter of work the S-Class is an oasis. With air whose purity reminds you of coastlines or forested 

mountain slopes. Pollutants have to stay outside; ionization enriches the air in the interior of the luxury saloon. You inhale freedom. Even if you are currently between a handful of skyscrapers 

and two important appointments. When is it not possible to improve a moment? And a car? Intense light showcases the pristine trim. Richly contrasting materials blend to form harmonious 

surfaces. Exclusive design sparkles with optimum functionality and a predilection for detail. Your glance sweeps through the generous space and your hands rest for a few seconds on the 

fine leather of the seats. Before you alight. sure in the knowledge that the perfect day is simply a question of the right vehicle.
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S-Class Saloon long

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km
S 350 d long 286 210 2.925 156
S 350 d 4MATIC long 286 210 2.925 162
S 400 d long 340 250 2.925 156
S 400 d 4MATIC long 340 250 2.925 162
S 450 long  367+22 270+16 2.987 166
S 450 4MATIC long 367+22 270+16 2.987 184
S 500 long 435+22 320+16 2.987 166
S 560 long 469 345 3.982 217
S 560 e long 367 270 2.996 57
S 600 long 530 390 3.982 320
S 560 4MATIC Long 469 345 3.982 225
Mercedes-AMG S 63 4MATIC long 612 450 3.982 255
Mercedes-AMG S 65 long 612 450 5.980 325
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A Mercedes-Maybach sedan extends the pleasures of motoring to new dimensions. Its basis is a car that has set the standard for all automobiles for generations. but it’s no mere stretch of 

the iconic S – C lass. Far more important than its added length are the lengths it goes to satisfy your comfort and yet be a joy to drive. The spaciousness of its accommodations is out 

measured by how accommodating it is. from seats that support and soothe to technology that can adapt to and even anticipate your needs. And while its majestic design and meticulous 

detailing are distinctive. it’s also one of the most distinguished ways to travel 

Mercedes-Maybach
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Mercedes-Maybach

The performance legacy that a Mercedes-Maybach advances can be summed up in two ways: Unsurpassed experience. Industry-leading indulgence: A symphony of air. aromatherapy. 

ambient lighting. massage and music can refresh your senses and relax your body. And an unsurpassed experience for you. A Mercedes-Maybach carries itself as elegantly as it carries its 

passengers. It’s not merely stretched but artfully. and aerodynamically. sculpted to command the eye as well as the road. Hand-finished wood and hand-fitted leather let you ride in timeless 

luxury. Groundbreaking technology drives the automobile into a new age of motoring.  
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Mercedes-Maybach

Technical data  

Model
Rated output Displacement CO₂ emissions

hp kW cc g/km

Mercedes-Maybach S 560  469 345 3.982 231

Mercedes-Maybach S 560 4MATIC 469 345 3.982 234

Mercedes-Maybach S 650 630 463 5.980 320



StarRent | Mercedes-Benz & smart Rentals

StarRent is the new premium daily rental service from Mercedes-Benz Hellas!

We invite you to grasp the opportunity for an unparalleled luxury driving experience by selecting among the 

widest range of Mercedes-Benz and smart models in the Greek market by visiting :  https://starrent.gr/
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As a Mercedes-Benz enthusiast. You may select among the latest models. engine & transmission variants of Mercedes Benz vehicles. For example. You have the opportunity to 

drive the most successful premium compact SUVs in Greece or the new A-Class. either gasoline or diesel variant and moreover you may select between manual and automatic 

transmission.

A surely unforgettable experience is offered through our Performance Group giving You the chance to experience our Mercedes-AMG range: Mercedes-AMG A45. CLA45 & 

GLA45. GLC43 AMG 4MATIC Coupe and the GLE43 AMG 4MATIC Coupe. Of course. one should not overlook our “urban mobility champions”. the smart fortwo or smart forfour

BRABUS that will excite even the most demanding enthusiasts of compact Performance cars.


